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Abstract
In this paper we propose a method that smartly improves
occlusion handling in stereo matching using trinocular stereo. The
main idea is based on the assumption that any occluded region in
a matched stereo pair (middle-left images) in general is not
occluded in the opposite matched pair (middle-right images).
Then two disparity space images (DSI) can be merged in one
composite DSI. The proposed integration differs from the known
approach that uses a cumulative cost. A dense disparity map is
obtained with a global optimization algorithm using the proposed
composite DSI. The experimental results are evaluated on the
Middlebury data set, showing high performance of the proposed
algorithm especially in the occluded regions. One of the top
positions in the rank of the Middlebury website confirms the
performance of our method to be competitive with the best stereo
matching.
Keywords: Stereo vision, graph cut techniques, trinocular stereo.

1. INTRODUCTION
Stereo is a fundamental problem for a wide variety of tasks in
computer vision [1]. A numerous of approaches have been
proposed to solve the problem [2-5], but still a satisfying solution
has not been received, since the stereo matching problem is an illposed one. Recently an excellent progress has been made in stereo
matching due to the effectiveness of the global optimization
techniques [6-9]. Nevertheless, occlusion remains a key problem
in stereo matching.
Occlusion handling is one of the most important parts of many
stereo matching techniques, and ignoring the occlusion can spoil
the disparity map estimation by a sensitive inaccuracy. Recently
many approaches were proposed to overcome the negative effect
of occlusion in stereo matching [12-16]. The last taxonomy of
such approaches can be found in the work [2].The constraints that
are typically used in the process of occlusion handling are:
ordering constraint, uniqueness constraint visibility constraint.
The visibility constraint can also be considered a parameter to be
recovered for each point of the stereo image frame like the desired
disparity value itself. Formally, there exist two different cases of
occlusion handling: two frame stereo and multi-frame stereo.
However, from the reported researches, it is difficult to recognize
the principal difference between these two approaches (see e.g.
[10] and [13]). Nevertheless, it is necessary to realize that the two
frames stereo differs fundamentally from the multi-frame stereo.
For the one baseline stereo system invisibility of some region of
points in one stereo image relative another point of view is almost
inevitable norm. Hence, the task of occlusion handling in this case
is to localize the stereo image regions where the matching

between two frames has no sense, see a zoomed region in Fig. 1.
Consequently, such information can be used for the further
interpolation of the dense disparity map in these particular areas,
or for modification of the data term in the energy minimization
problem, like it has been done in the work [10].
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Figure 1: Occlusion region in 3D DSI.
However, even if we suppose that the right disparity map (R in
Fig. 1.) is recovered perfectly in the left occluded region it is not
guarantee that the occluded region can be detected. Indeed,
detectable outlier in the left disparity map (I segment in Fig. 1.)
makes a part of truly recovered right disparity map invisible. In
contrast, for the multi baseline stereo it is feasible (except some
special cases) to match every points in the middle frame with one
of the neighbor frames, left or right. As a result, in general,
reliable matching yields more accurate disparity map estimation
than the interpolation. The problem is that without knowing the
desired disparity map it is impossible to distinguish to which
neighbor frame left or right the ambiguous region should
correspond. Such a speculation force to use iterative approach:
recover coarse disparity map and hence visibility then update data
term for the further step of the algorithm iteration.
To avoid an iteration process it was proposed to use different
cumulative costs for the multiple view matching [15]. This idea
was adopted for occlusion handling in the work [16]: authors
proposed to use acentric windows that improve algorithms with
cumulative costs in the occluded regions. However such approach
supposes to work with augmented costs that integrates pixelwise
matching dissimilarity in a neighbourhood (of the image space or
of a view sequences). Consequently, the pre-processing step
smoothes edges of the resultant disparity map. This is why global
optimization techniques are preferable versus local windows
methods.

In this work we propose essentially new approach, which allows
ridding of iterative process and in the same time avoiding
negative consequences of the cumulative integration. To achieve
this goal we introduce a composite 3D DSI (some researchers call
it correlation volume), which is logical superposition (in contrast
with cumulative summation) of two single DSI: the middle frame
to the left frame DSI and the middle frame to the right frame DSI.
Then a global optimization algorithm uses the prepared 3D array
of the matching cost values to recover optimal disparity map. The
rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
proposed composite DSI. Section 3 describes the full algorithm of
the dense disparity map recovering. Section 4 is devoted to the
experimental results. Concluding remarks are made in Section 5.

2. COMPOSITE DSI
The DSI representation is very popular in stereo matching [1, 2]
due to the clear geometric interpretation of this model. Indeed, the
desired disparity map should coincide with one of all the possible
surfaces in the DSI. Furthermore, the global optimization
approach assumes that an integral of the initial cost values plus
inter-pixel smoothness term over such a surface should satisfy a
chosen optimality criterion. For the trinocular stereo the 3D
approach assumes that DSI has dimensions row 0≤x≤Xmax, column
0≤y≤Xmax, and disparity0≤d≤Dmax. All the three stereo images
suppose to be rectified, each element (x, y, d) of the DSI projects
to the pixel (x, y) in the middle image and to the pixel (x-d, y) and
(x+d, y) in the left image and in the right image respectively. Let
EML(x, y, d) denote the DSIML cost value assigned to element (x, y,
d) of the middle to left images and EMR(x, y, d) denote the DSIMR
cost value assigned to element (x, y, d) of the middle to right
images matching space. All cost values (or pixelwise distance) are
calculated using one of the convenient pixel-to-pixel matching
metrics. In our work Euclidian distance between two compared
color vectors is considered:

EML ( x, y , d ) = I M ( x, y ) − I L ( x + d , y ) ,
EMR ( x, y , d ) = I M ( x, y ) − I R ( x − d , y ) ,
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Figure 2: (a,b,c) – left middle and right synthetic images; (d) - a
2D slice of DSIML; (e) – an optimal disparity map related to
DSIML.
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Figure 3: (a) - a 2D slice of DSIMR; (b) – an optimal disparity
map related to DSIMR.
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where IM(x,y), IL(x,y) and IR(x,y) are color vectors values of the
middle left and the right stereo images respectively. Let us
consider a very simple synthetic example: a square foreground
patch on the plane background Figs. 2-4.The DSI related to the
middle to left stereo matching (images a,b of Fig. 2) has an
uncertainty region due to occlusion, a white triangle segment in
the left part of Fig. 2 (d). A disparity map in Fig. 2. (e) obtained
by a simple dynamic programming algorithm is indeed optimal,
but not coincide with the ground truth of this pair. The same
problem arises in the case of the middle to right stereo matching.
One of possible way to solve occlusion problem in this case is to
try merging two resultant disparity maps, but such a fitting might
involve edge analysis or other iterative methods.

(d)
Figure 4: (a) - A 2D slice of DSIMR ; (b) - a 2D slice of DSIML ;
(c) - a 2D slice of composite DSIC; (d) – an optimal disparity
map related to DSIC.
We propose a smart solution: merge two DSI before apply a
global optimization algorithm (see Fig. 5.) in such a way that the
resultant cost value of the composite DSI is going to be the
minimum of two initial cost values of related EMR and EML

EC ( x, y , d ) = min { EML ( x, y, d ), EMR ( x, y , d )} ,
were EC(x, y, d) is a cost function of the composite DSI.
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Of course, to obtain a good result with real stereo images it is
necessary to use all standard steps of stereo matching, like
preprocessing, global optimization and post processing. In the
next section we describe our algorithm more precisely. However
we have note that the solution of any 2D global optimization
problem is always a tradeoff between accuracy and computational
complexity. There exist a lot of papers which consider this
problem, but the main goal of this work is to show the advantage
of using composite DSI and we do not pretend in this paper to
contribute in the field of MRF energy minimization.

3. MATCHIMG ALGORITHM
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First step of our algorithm consists of calculation a composite
DSI. This step was described in the previous section and based on
Eqs. (1) - (2). Second step include standard preprocessing or
filtering of the composite DSI. The most important part of our
algorithm is the solution of the global optimization problem. It is
natural to assume that the best matching of stereo images is
achieved with the disparity map P(x,y), which minimizes the
objective function related with the composite DSI

O( P(x, y)) =

∑

x,y,d∈P(x,y)

(d)
Figure 5: (a) - Middle image of synthetic stereo; (b) – are two
2D slices of DSIMR ; and 2D slice of DSIML ; (c) – is a 2D slice of
composite DSIC; (e) – is an optimal disparity map related to
DSIC.
The advantage of such an approach is obvious, we solve a global
optimization problem just once, and furthermore, the resultant
solution in general coincides with ground truth and does not have
to be corrected. To confirm our intuitive guess by visual
representation we propose to consider another synthetic example
with more rich texture on the reconstructed surface that is
illustrated in Fig. 6. The black line of minimal costs coincides
with ground truth, but for the DSIMR and the DSIMR this line is
interrupted inside occlusion regions, in contrast in the line is has
no uncertainty regions, see Fig. 5. (c).
One delicate moment in our method is the viewing geometry: the
three camera centers lie at a single straight line perpendicular to
the single viewing direction, the distance between middle left and
middle right cameras are strictly equal. Such geometry is used for
example in two base line stereo camera (e.g. Point Grey Research
Inc.). To extend such a configuration over more general optical
setup it is necessary just to preserve one line camera centers
constraint. Of course, if optical axes of the cameras are not
parallel the reciprocal homography of the three stereo images has
to be done. The baselines inequality also can be solved in this
case by a calibration process, but we have to note, that a
considerable difference in the baseline values in trinocular stereo
complicate a lot all calculations, due to inverse proportionality of
the scene depth versus its image disparity. This is the reason, why
we do not involve matching information of the left-right images
pair in the reconstruction process: at the first glance the
reconstruction accuracy for such pair is higher than for middleleft and middle-right, nevertheless DSI of this pair is not coincide
with composite DSI.

EC(x, y,d)+

∑ ∑S(x+i, y+ j,d),

(3)

x,y,d∈P(x,y) i, j∈0,1

where S is a smoothness term. Thus, we can formulate our
problem as follow: find the disparity map function P(x,y), which
minimize the objective function in Eq. (3)
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Figure 6: (a) – Reconstruction only by using the global
optimization step; (b) – reconstruction with preprocessing ; (c) –
disparity map rectified with weighted median filter. (d) – ground
truth of Cones.

P ( x, y ) = arg min O ( P ( x, y ) ) .

(4)

P

To solve the global optimization problem we use Graph Cut
method [8], which is a modification of the very well known α-

expansion method proposed by Boykov at al. [6].

The smoothness term in (3) is a cut linear function

We also included an additional step for the resulting disparity
map rectification. This step consist of the weighted median
filtering

⎛ d ( x, y ) − d ( x + i, y + j ) −1 ×
⎞
⎟;
S ( x + i, y + j, d ) = λ ⎜
⎜×H g − d ( x, y ) − d ( x + i, y + j ) +1⎟
⎝
⎠

PF ( x, y ) = med {wi , j P ( x + i, y + j )} ;

(5)

i , j∈Ω

where Ω is a neighborhood region and wij is a weight factor that
depends on the Euclidian distance between points (x,y) and
(x+i,y+j) and also depends on the Euclidian distance in the RGB
color space between color vectors IM(x,y) and IM(x+i,y+j). The
impact of each step of the algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 6.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

(

(

)

)

(6)

where H() denotes Heaviside step function, parameters λ and g
can set experimentally to optimize the output result, but as the
rule of thumb we use λ is equal to mean value of the error term in
(3) EC ( x, y, d ) and the cut threshold g is equal to 3. Anyway, in
[7] one can find the reason to choose one or another MRF energy
representation for the objective function in (3).
Table I: The rank in Middlebury website evaluation.

In this section experimental results are presented. In our
experiments we used the stereo images benchmark from the
Middlebury data set. Fig. 8. shows the corresponding disparity
map obtained by our approach. The comparison with other stereo
matching algorithms is sown in Table I. The first number in each
column shows the error rate of the method, and the second
number denotes the rank. Our method is in yellow. If the error
threshold is chosen equal to 1.5 instead of traditional 1 like it is in
second part of Table I, the performance of our method put the
obtained result to the top of the rank. The ability of the proposed
algorithm can be verified by the software that might be provided
as additional material.

(a)

(b)

5. CONCLUSION

(c)
Figure 7: Middlebury benchmark test images: right column are
the disparity maps obtained by the proposed algorithm, left
column ground truth (a) – Tsukuba; (b) – Venus; (c) –Teddy.

We propose a method to handle occlusion in stereo matching
using trinocular stereo. The main advantage of the approach is
that we solve a global optimization problem just once, and the
resultant solution does not have to be corrected in the occluded
regions. Three stereo images are used instead of two, thus
competition with two image matching is not correct. Anyway,
accumulation of information in a short baseline stereo does not
automatically leads to more accurate results. Probably it is the
reason why there are not a lot of announced comparisons with the
Middlebury data set for more than two images. At least we are not
aware about such evaluations.
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